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The Radical Anion of Tetraphenylene Revisited 
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The tetraphenylene radical anion (2*-) generated by Na, K and Cs reduction in tetrahydrofuran 
and 2-methyltetrahydrofuran has been investigated by EPR/EN DOR spectroscopy. The results clearly 
establish that the decrease of the molecular symmetry of 2'- from D,, to C,, detected upon 
exhaustive reduction arises from ion-pair formation. This finding unequivocally rules out the 
assumption stated in previous papers that the EPR spectra mirroring the lower symmetry originate 
in a bis(bipheny1ene)-like geometry of 2'- 

When electrons are transferred to a neutral molecule, the 
change of the electronic structure may significantly alter the 
shape of the reduced species. One of the early examples in this 
respect was cyclooctatetraene (1).2 The neutral 1, an 8 7c electron 
system, possesses a 'buckled' geometry of D Z d  ~ymmet ry .~  For 
the dianion, 1 2 - ,  a 10 71: electron system obeying the Hiickel 
rule, a planar geometry has been established by X-ray 
~rystallography.~ Analogous behaviour has also been reported 
for mono- or di-[a,e] benzannellated cyclooctatetraenes based 
on electrochemical measurements and NMR spectro~copy.~ 
EPR studies corroborate that the one-electron reduced species, 
the radical anions, have geometries almost identical with the 
dianions. 

The tetrabenzo derivative of 1, tetraphenylene (2), exhibits a 
tub-shaped geometry; however, the steric congestion by the 
ortho H-atoms and angle strain impedes the molecule from 
adopting a planar conformation after electron transfer. A few 
years ago, 2,- was investigated by NMR spectroscopy.' It was 
found that the molecular symmetry had decreased from D,, 
to C, and thus 2,- was described as two coupled biphenyl 
subunits 'with the localisation of the excess charge in one entity' 
(Fig. 1). 

The radical anion 2'- was generated via two procedures: '*lo 

the first was one-electron reduction with K-metal of neutral 2, 
and the second technique involved formation of the dianion 
22 - followed by photo-oxidation (Scheme 1). Remarkably, the 

Scheme 1 

EPR spectra obtained in ref. 9 were specific to the method 
employed. Whereas one-electron reduction led to EPR spectra 
indicating D 2 d  symmetry of 2*-, the species generated via 
photo-oxidation gave rise to EPR spectra mirroring a symmetry 
reduction to C2 (or C,,).? Thus it was concluded that the 
radical anion of tetraphenylene 2 occurs in two forms depending 
on the procedure of generation: one structure having equivalent 
symmetry to the neutral molecule, the other, with lowered 
symmetry, resembling the dianion-type structure (Fig. 1). 

t The multiplicities of the proton-coupling constants given by Huber 
were claimed to represent C, symmetry; however, these multiplicities 
are in line with CZv symmetry as well. 

D2d c2 

Fig. 1 Geometries of 2 (T-, 22-): (a)  D,, symmetry of 2 and 2'-; (h )  
C, of 2'- and 22- as deduced from EPR and NMR spectra in refs. 8 , 9  
and 10. The dashed lines indicate the C, axes. Hydrogens and double 
bonds are omitted for clarity. 

More recently, it was pointed out that such a symmetry 
reduction may alternatively be connected with the formation of 
a contact ion pair in which the association with the counter 
cation leads to a decrease of the symmetry." To determine 
whether such ion-pair and solvation effects play an important 
role for the detection of C, (or C2v) symmetric 2'-, we 
employed Cs metal in addition to K for the reduction reactions. 
The Cs' ion should form ion pairs very similar to those of K +.  
The advantage of the Cs nucleus is the higher isotropic 
hyperfine coupling constant for unit spin density compared with 
K12 [ratio: a(39K)/a('33Cs) 1 : 11). This leads to more easily 
detectable hyperfine interactions of the Cs + counterion under 
conditions where the K +  ion is not discernible. As the solvents, 
dimethoxyethane (DME), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and 2-meth- 
yltetrahydrofuran (MTHF) were employed. The decreasing 
solvation power DME > THF > MTHF allows the study of 
different stages of ion-pair formation. ' 

Results and Discussion 
Reduction Behauiour.-In DME as the solvent, reduction 

with K or Cs led to the well known EPR spectrum of 2.-. Its 
pattern consists of a nonet of nonets with hydrogen hyperfine 
coupling constants, a", of ca. 0.130 mT [H-C(2,3,6,7,10,11,- 
14,15)] and 0.0 12 mT [H-C( 1,4,5,8,9,12,13,16)] 9-1 I [identical 
with that shown in Fig. 2(a)]. 

With the use of THF, however, the shapes of the EPR spectra 
become dependent upon the period of reduction, i.e., the period 
of time in which the solution of 2 is in contact with the metal 
mirror. After ca. 5-10 s of reduction with K or Cs at 193 K, the 
typical nonet of nonets EPR signal (see above) is observed 
(Fig. 2). Upon longer contact with the K mirror, the relative 
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Table 1 Proton- and metal-hyperfine coupling constants (mT)" of 2'- 

Proton position 
~ 

Solvent/counterion (T/K) g Factor 1,4,9,12 5,8,13,16 2,3,10,11 6,7,14,15 Metal Symmetryb 
~~ 

DME/K+ (203) 
DME/Cs+ (203) 
THFiCs' (17') 

THFj'Cs' (198) 

THF/Cs+ (208) 

THF/Cs+ (223) 

MTHF/K+ (1 98) 
MTHF/K + (203) 
MTHF/Cs + (1 96) 

2.002 79 +O.012 +0.012 -0.130 
2.002 80 +0.012 +0.012 -0.131 
2.002 83 +0.017 +0.017 -0.131 
2.002 30 +0.013 C -0.165 

+0.017 +0.017 -0.131 
+0.013 c -0.165 
+0.017 +0.017 -0.130 
+ 0.01 3 C -0.165 
+0.015 +0.015 -0.130 
+0.013 C -0.165 

2.002 83 +0.018 +0.018 -0.132 
+0.013 c -0.165 

2.002 28 + 0.01 3 C -0.167 

-0.130 
-0.131 
-0.131 
- 0.097 
-0.131 
- 0.097 
-0.130 
- 0.097 
-0.130 
- 0.097 
-0.132 
- 0.097 
- 0.095 

~ 

D2d (l 0°%> 
D2.d (loo%) 
D2d (75%) 

0.120 CZv (25%) 

0.1 16 C,, (38%) 

0.1 15 C,, (50%) 

0.1 12 C,, (58%) 

D 2 d  (62%) 

D2d (So%) 

D2d (42%) 

D,, (100%) 
c 0.01 c,, (100%) 

0.119 C,, (100%) 

" Experimental error, f 0.001 mT for the coupling constants and f 0.000 06 for the g factors; the signs of aH were obtained from general-TRIPLE 
measurements under the assumption that the major aH is negative; the sign of a, can only be derived from its temperature behaviour: the decrease of 
clcs with increasing temperature was in line with a negative sign; for numbering, see Fig. 7. The percentages of the spectral components are based on 
simulations. ' Because of the broad lines in the EPR spectra, the multiplicities of the aH of 0.01 3 mT cannot be determined (4 H, or 8 H). Spectrum 
obtained after exhaustive reduction followed by photo-oxidation as described in ref. 9. 

I 

I '  
Fig. 2 EPR spectra of 2'- depending on the period of reduction (solvent, THF; counterion, Cs+;  T = 193 K): (a) after 5 s; (h) after 3 h 

intensities of the central lines decrease whereas the high- and 
low-field wings of the spectra increase. 

For Cs, not only the line pattern but also the widths of the 
EPR spectra change significantly. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 
where the EPR spectra of 2'--Cs+-THF after ca. 5 s and 3 h of 
contact with the Cs mirror at 193 K are shown. Upon increasing 
the reaction time the EPR signal becomes composed of two 
superimposed spectra, one being identical with the original 
spectrum of 2.-? the second being broader by ca. 0.8 mT due to 
a hyperfine coupling of a 133Cs nucleus; its g factor is slightly 
smaller (Table 1) than that of the primary spectrum. The pattern 
of this secondary spectrum points to a species of lower 
symmetry, i.e., C,, or C, (see below). 

It is a common phenomenon that the concentration of the 
alkali-metal cations increases upon prolonged contact with the 
metal mirror; l4 this is borne out by the observation that the 
reduction periods depend strongly on the starting concentration 
of neutral 2: the lower the concentration of 2 the shorter is the 
reduction period necessary to produce the EPR spectrum 
mirroring the C, (or C,,) symmetry. 

Thus, the EPR spectrum indicating C, (or C2,) symmetry is 
connected with an increase of the counterion concentration 
which promotes the formation of contact ion pairs. 

In MTHF as the solvent, even after short reduction periods 
EPR and ENDOR spectra monitoring exclusively C2 (or C,,) 

symmetry of 2'- are recorded. This is demonstrated in the EPR 
spectrum of 2'--Cs+-MTHF (Fig. 3). The spectral pattern is 
dominated by the 0.12 mT splitting of the 1 3 3  Cs nucieus into 
eight equidistant lines (Table 1 )  due to ion-pair formation. For 
K-reduced 2'- the 39K+ coupling constant can be estimated 
from the simulations to be < 0.01 mT. The ratio of these coup- 
ling constants is in agreement with the theoretical values ', on 
the assumption that the spin population at the metal cations 
is almost identical for K +  and Cs+ ion pairs (Table 1). 

Temperature Dependence of the EPR Spectra.-Fig. 4 shows 
the EPR spectra of 2'--Cs+-THF after a 10 min reduction at 
temperatures between I78 and 223 K. At 178 K the EPR signal 
is governed by the primary spectrum but the pattern of the 
broader superimposed component (see above) is already 
discernible. The higher the temperature? the more the pattern 
of the broader spectrum becomes dominant. This behaviour is 
fully reversible upon cooling or heating the sample. 

ENDOR spectra taken with the field locked at two different 
positions of the EPR signal at 198 K15 (Fig. 5) present the 
coupling constants belonging to the two spectra. The ENDOR 
spectrum taken from the middle of the EPR spectrum indicates 
four proton coupling constants, a", of 0.014, 0.097, 0.131 and 
0.165 mT, as well as a coupling constant of 33Cs [O. 1 16 mT; Fig. 
5(b)].  The ENDOR spectrum zith the magnetic field locked at 
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Fig. 3 
198 K) and its simulation (below) 

EPR spectrum of 2'- (solvent, MTHF; counterion Csf; T = 

the wing of the EPR signal only shows aH of 0.013, 0.097 and 
0.165 mT and that of the 13,Cs nucleus. The coupling constants 
of 0.014 (8 H) and 0.13 I (8 H) mT are identical with those found 
for 2'- .9p1 ' The simulations demonstrate that the second 
spectrum is due to the coupling constants of 0.165 mT (4 H), 
0.097 mT (4 H), 0.013 mT (4 or 8 H) * as well as the coupling 
with one I3,Cs nucleus (ml = 7/2) of 0.116 mT which is 
the reason for the increased width of the EPR spectra 
(7 x 0.1 16 z 0.8 mT). The latter spectrum is identical with 
that detected for 2'--Cs+-MTHF (Fig. 3). The composition of 
the EPR signals at different temperatures and the coupling 
constants are given in Table 1. 

The increase of temperature decreases the coordination 
ability of the solvents and thus promotes the formation of 
contact ion pairs. Therefore, the above observations again 
strongly support that ion pairs are the source of the EPR 
spectra mirroring C, (or C2v) symmetry. 

Moreover, the lower g factors determined for the EPR spectra 
reflecting the reduced symmetry are characteristic for radical 
ions forming ion pairs. ' 

Structure of the Ion Pairs.-It is noteworthy that the proton 
coupling constants in the EPR spectra indicating C, (or C,,) 
symmetry are independent of the counterion (K' or Cs', 
Table 1). This indicates that the different alkali-metal cations 
form the same ion pair with 2.-. The sum of the proton coupling 
constants is almost identical for both EPR-spectral types [D,, 
and C, (or C2v) symmetry]; therefore it is appropriate that a 
redistribution of the charge and the spin density accompanies 
ion-pair formation. This is in line with the contact-ion-pair 
structure as depicted in Fig. 6. The tub shape of 2 is preserved 
but the metal cation resides on the twofold symmetry axis of 
the radical anion (on the hyperfine timescale). 

Based on AM1 * calculations, the space between two facing 
benzene rings is large enough to encompass a K +  or Cs+ ion 
(Fig. 6). Consequently the symmetry is lowered to CZv and 
the charge and electron density at the two benzene rings 

* The multiplicity of the small aH of 0.01 3 mT cannot be unambiguously 
established from the simulations of the EPR spectra because of the 
broad EPR lines. 

Table 2 Calculated and experimental proton-hyperfine coupling 
constants (mT) for 2'- assuming D,, and C,, symmetry (for numbering, 
see Fig. 7) 

Position Calc. ( D 2 J  Experimental Calc. ( C2") Experimental 

1,4,9,12 0.020 0.018 0.05 0.013 
5,8,13,16 0.020 0.018 0.01 0.013 or 0.0 
2,3,10,11 0.120 0.130 0.17 0.165 
6,7,14,15 0.120 0.130 0.10 0.097 

facing the cation is increased relative to that of the metal-free 
moiety. 

Such a structure can be readily 'modelled' by HMO 
calculations which take into account the influence of the alkali- 
metal counterion. For the stabilisation of negative charge by 
metal association at the centres C(2), C(3), C( 10) and C( 1 1 )  h = 

+0.3 l 9  and for the weaker interaction with the counterion at 
C( l), C(4), C(9) and C( 12) h = + 0.15 was chosen (Fig. 7). The 
non-planarity of the 71 system was mimicked by weakening the 
interaction between the benzene rings ( k  = 0.85). The 
agreement between the thus calculated and the experimental 
coupling constants is satisfactory (Table 2). The 
~ ~ ( 2 , 3 , 4 , 7 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 4 , 1 5 ~  of 0.13 mT (8 H, calc. 0.12 mT) in free-ion 
2'- is split into thea,,,,,,,,,,,, of0.165 mT(4 H, calc. 0.17 mT) 
and aH(6,7,14,15) 0.097 mT (4 H, calc. 0.10 mT) in the ion pair. 
The average value for the two four-proton coupling constants 
is 0.131 mT, i.e., identical with the larger coupling constant 
of the free ion. The small aH(1,4,5,8,9,12,13,16) of 0.014 mT 
(8 H, calc. 0.02 mT) remains almost constant (0.013 mT; calc. 
aH,1,4,9,12,:0.05 mT, aH~5,8,13,,,,:0.01 mT). This verifies that 
the overall spin population in 2'- is unsymmetrically distri- 
buted between the two benzene rings associated with the metal 
cation (increased population) and the two 'metal-free' benzene 
rings. 

Comparison with Published Work.-Starting with the dianion 
of 2, generated by exhaustive reduction with K metal in MTHF 
as the solvent, the radical anion of 2 was observed during photo- 
oxidation with a high-pressure Hg The EPR spectrum 
taken under these conditions is identical with our spectra (2*-- 
K+-THF or MTHF) obtained after a long reduction period, 
however, without the necessity of irradiation (the results 
described in refs. 9 and 10 were perfectly reproducible in our 
hands). 

The structure of the dianion 2'- was described as being 
composed of two 'biphenyl entities' and possessing C2 
symmetry. Based on this assumption and on the lowered 
symmetry deduced from the EPR spectra of 2'- obtained after 
photo-oxidation such a bis(bipheny1ene) structure was also 
postulated for the radical anion. Thus the two different 
structures of 2'- must be separated by a remarkably high 
activation barrier which disappears in the neutral stage of 2 
because upon reoxidation, unaltered 2 is recovered. 

We performed AM 1 calculations for 2,2'- and 2, starting 
from different geometries, i.e., the tub-shaped neutral and 
various bent bis(bipheny1ene)-like structures. For none of the 
starting geometries did the semiempirical geometry-optimiz- 
ation procedures yield a bis(bipheny1ene)-like structure (Fig. 1) 
as the minimum. The optimised structure for 2, - established a 
slightly flattened, tub-shaped geometry; for the radical anion, 
the flattening was less marked. 

Conclusions 
Taking our results and the AM1 calculations in ref. 11  into 
account, the bent bis(bipheny1ene) structure for the one- and 
two-electron reduced stages of tetraphenylene, 2'- and 22 -, 
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1 mT - 

Y 

Fig. 4 Reversible alternations in the EPR spectra of 2'- (solvent, THF; counterion, Cs') depending on the temperature; left, experimental 
spectra; right, simulations. The arrows at the EPR spectrum at 198 K indicate the field-frequency-lock positions of the ENDOR spectra shown 
in Fig. 5 .  

does not seem to be an appropriate rationalisation of the 
decrease of symmetry monitored by EPR and NMR spectro- 
scopy, respectively. 

An interpretation of the previous r e s u l t ~ ~ * ' ~  in the light of 

our findings draws the following picture. The radical anion 2'- 
forms contact ion pairs with K +  and Csf. The equilibrium 
between the free ion of 2'- and the contact ion pairs is strongly 
dependent on the concentration ratio of 2, 2'- (22-) and the 
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metal cations in solution. Upon complete reduction of 2 to the 
dianion 22-2 M +  followed by photo-oxidation, there is an 
excess of metal cations in solution and formation of the contact 
ion pair 2'--M+ of C,, symmetry is advanced. This is verified 
by an experiment in which we had added NaB(Ph), to Na- 
reduced 2'-: the increased Na' concentration leads to an 
immediate observation of the EPRiENDOR spectrum belong- 
ing to C,,-symmetric 2' -. 

The EPR spectra indicate the presence of one counterion; 
triple-ion formation as established for the cyclooctatetraene 
radical anion formed by photoionisation in rigid media 2 o  

cannot be deduced from our spectra. 
To summarise, our results strongly support ion pair 

formation with the alkali-metal cations K +  and Cs' as the 
crucial factor of the symmetry reduction in 2'- instead of the 
formation of a twisted structure. The reason why ion-pair 

I I I I I I I 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
v l M H z  

Fig. 5 ENDOR spectra of 2'- (solvent, THF; counterion Cs'; T = 
198 K) taken at two positions of the EPR spectrum. For the upper 
ENDOR spectrum (a)  the field-frequency-lock position is at the low- 
field wing of the EPR signal, for the lower (b) it is at the centre, see 
arrows in Fig. 4. 

0.3 0.3 

0.3 0.3 

formation was overlooked in refs. 9 and 10 may be the rather 
small coupling constant of the 39K + counterion (see above). 
Moreover it seems likely that the reduced symmetry of 2,-, as 
shown by NMR spectroscopy,* may also result from counterion 
interaction.* 

Appendix 
Electronic Spectra-Hitherto, the electronic absorption 

spectra of 2'- and 2,- have not been reported. As we are able 
to measure simultaneously EPR and absorption spectra in the 
visible region 21 we here present the data for the two ions. The 
colourless solutions of neutral 2 turned purple-red after the 
reduction process. Accordingly a broad absorption at 570-580 
nm was observed. Upon exhaustive reduction, so that no EPR 
spectrum could be detected, a band at 670 nm was detected; this 
could be ascribed to the dianion. The maxima are to some 
extent dependent upon the solvent, the counterion and the 
temperature, however, because of the large widths of the bands, 
it is not appropriate to discuss the solvatochromism. 
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